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ABSTRACT 
The efficiency of marker-assisted introgression in backcross populations derived from inbred lines 
was investigated by simulation.  Background  genotypes  were  simulated  assuming  that a genetic  model of 
many  genes  of  small  effects  in  coupling  phase  explains  the  observed  breed  difference  and  variance  in 
backcross  populations.  Markers  were  efficient in introgression  backcross  programs  for  simultaneously 
introgressing  an  allele  and  selecting  for  the  desired  genomic  background.  Using a marker  spacing of 
10-20 cM gave an advantage of one to two backcross generations selection relative to random or 
phenotypic  selection.  When  the  position  of  the  gene  to  be  introgressed  is uncertain,  for  example  because 
its position was estimated  from a trait  gene  mapping  experiment, a chromosome  segment  should  be 
introgressed  that  is  likely  to  include  the  allele of interest. Even  for  relatively  precisely  mapped  quantitative 
trait  loci,  flanking  markers  or  marker  haplotypes  should  cover -10-20 cM around  the  estimated  position 
of the  gene, to ensure  that  the  allele  frequency  does  not  decline  in  later  backcross  generations. 
C ROSSES between inbred lines and crosses between outbred lines have been used to explain the ge- 
netic  nature of breed  or line differences in species of 
agricultural  interest and  to  detect quantitative trait loci 
(QTL) in backcross (BC) and F2 populations (e.g., PAT- 
ERSON et al. 1988; STUBER et al. 1992; ANDERSSON et 
al. 1994). Besides understanding the basis of genetic 
variation, such  experiments may detect QTL that  are 
of commercial interest. For example, ROTHSCHILD et al. 
(1994) found evidence for a QTL affecting litter size 
in a cross between commercial Large White pigs and 
Chinese Meishan pigs. The favorable QTL allele, which 
had an effect of approximately one piglet and origi- 
nated  from  the Meishan, would be of economic  benefit 
in commercial pig populations. In several recent studies 
it has been shown that  genetic markers can be used to 
introgress genes  from one line  into another (SMITH et 
al. 1987; HILLEL et al. 1990,1993; GROEN and TIMMER- 
MANS 1992; HOSPITAL et al. 1992; GROEN and SMITH 
1995). Genetic markers could be used in two ways in 
introgression programs: (1) using markers for the  gene 
that is to be introgressed and (2) using markers to select 
for  (or against) a particular  background genotype. In 
all recent studies it was assumed that  the  genotype  at 
the  gene to be introgressed was known  exactly, hence 
there was no  need  to use markers to aid its introgression 
and  attention was focused on  the background genotype. 
In fact the genotype of genes to be introgressed will 
not usually be known  as they will often be QTL,  which 
can only be genotyped imprecisely, if at all, using phe- 
notypic information, or major loci (e.g., coat color), 
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which more  often  than not have dominance/recessive 
relationships and  hence heterozygotes cannot  be distin- 
guished from one of the homozygotes. 
Having located a desired  gene and genetic markers 
associated with it in an  “inferior”  breed,  the aim of the 
introgression phase is to fix the favorable alleles in  the 
commercial population with as little as is possible of 
the  remainder of genome from the  inferior  breed. The 
usually proposed  route ( .g . ,  SMITH et al. 1987; HILLEL 
et al. 1990; GROEN and TIMMERMANS 1992;  HOSPITAL et 
al. 1992) is a number of generations of backcrossing a 
population that carries the allele to be introgressed 
(from the donor population, i.e., the inferior breed) 
to a recipient  population ( i e . ,  the commercial breed), 
followed by an inter se cross to make the desired allele 
homozygous. 
HILLEL et al. (1990, 1993) proposed that DNA fin- 
gerprints  could be used for introgression of alleles in 
backcross populations by selecting for  or against a cer- 
tain genomic  background.  Their theory is based on a 
number of “chromosome segments” that effectively are 
unlinked loci. However, there  are some problems with 
their theory and results. In  general,  the class  of minisat- 
ellite markers (fingerprints) are not very suitable for 
use in introgression programs (the markers are domi- 
nant  and  the fingerprint loci will often not  be  mapped, 
but are known to be nonrandomly distributed across 
the genome). HILLEL et al. (1990, 1993) implicitly as- 
sume  that  the  proportion of the genome from one line 
(or  breed) in a (back)cross is the same as the  propor- 
tion of unlinked markers from the same line. This is 
not correct, because it ignores recombination around 
the  marked loci, as was also noted by HOSPITAL et al. 
(1992) and GROEN and SMITH (1995),  hence  the results 
from HILLEL et al. (1990, 1993) are unrealistic. HILLEL 
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et al. (1990) derive an  equation for the variance of the 
proportion (in percentage) of segments originating 
from the desired genome line, var [ G ( A ) ] .  For back- 
cross generation t, the result of applying their  equation 
is, var [ G ( A ) ]  = 625/(Nt) (Table 2 of HILLEL et al.), 
with N the  number of segments (marker  loci). We be- 
lieve this result is incorrect, and that  the  correct expres- 
sion is (see also APPENDIX A and HOSPITAL et al. 1992) 
var [ G ( A ) ]  = (2500/N)721(1 - %‘). 
This result is for the case  of no selection. Furthermore, 
HILLEL et al. (1990) do  not take account of a  reduction 
in the variance of  var [ G ( A ) ]  when animals (or plants) 
are selected on the  number of markers from the desired 
line; this reduction in variance can be substantial. 
GROEN and TIMMERMANS (1992) presented  a simula- 
tion study on the use of genetic markers to increase the 
efficiency of introgression. When comparing pheno- 
typic selection and selection using markers in a back- 
cross program, they conclude that  not  much benefit is 
to be expected from using markers. However, as 
pointed  out by the  authors, this conclusion depends on 
the parameters used (in particular on the effectiveness 
of phenotypic selection). Using the parameters of 
GROEN and TIMMERMANS (1992), selection using mark- 
ers has a small advantage over phenotypic selection for 
at least the first three backcross generations. 
The thorough study of HOSPITAL et al. (1992) deals 
in detail with introgression in backcross breeding pro- 
grams. The authors do not consider selection on a 
quantitative trait. For the chromosome with the allele 
to be introgressed, the authors only consider two  well- 
placed markers. One of the main conclusions of HOSPI- 
TAL et al. (1992) was that retrieving the recipient’s ge- 
nome was approximately two generations faster if mark- 
ers were used. 
GROEN and SMITH (1995) followed on from the study 
of GROEN and TIMMERMANS (1992) and  studied  the ef- 
ficiency of phenotypic selection and selection on mark- 
ers in  backcross and intercross programs. Selection was 
in two stages: first, animals were selected carrying the 
allele to be introgressed, and among those animals, 
those with the best phenotype or those with the largest 
number of markers from the recipient line were se- 
lected. GROEN and SMITH (1995) concluded  that selec- 
tion using markers is always inferior to selection for 
phenotypes. However, the assumption with regards to 
the distribution of gene effects for  the quantitative trait 
under consideration in the donor  and recipient line is 
important. GROEN and SMITH (1995) assumed  QTL of 
equal size,  with a frequency of 0.7 in the recipient line, 
and 0.6 in the donor line. In this case most of the 
genetic variation is within lines, so that selection on 
markers giving between line information is not ex- 
pected to contribute  much. 
The efficiency of the marker-assisted introgression 
program depends on (1) the frequency of the intro- 
gressed allele in the final population and (2) the ge- 
netic progress for other traits. As most studies have 
assumed that  the allele to be introgressed can be identi- 
fied without error by a single marker,  the frequency of 
the allele during  the backcross phase remains at 50%. 
In practice, a single marker or a marker bracket associ- 
ated with the QTL or major gene is likely to be used 
and  the recombination fraction between the  gene and 
marker(s) may be larger than zero, so that the fre- 
quency of the allele may be substantially <50% after a 
few generations of backcrossing. 
The aims of this paper  are as  follows: (1) to investi- 
gate by simulation the relative genetic gain in a back- 
cross program by using only markers, only phenotypes, 
or an  index of markers and phenotypes, (2) to investi- 
gate by simulation the frequency of the gene to be 
introgressed when  its position is not known  exactly, and 
(3) to introduce  an infinitesimal model to explain 
breed differences. All three areas are novel, since in 
previous publications no explicit genetic model was in- 
vestigated for the background genotype, and the  gene 
to be introgressed was assumed to be known. 
MODELS AND METHODS 
We assume a (back)cross between inbred lines, with 
100% informative markers. In all our calculations we 
use HALDANE’S (1919) mapping function without inter- 
ference. 
Gene to be  introgressed us. background geno- 
type: Assume that the donor line is fixed for a gene 
of interest  that we wish to introgress into  a recipient 
population. This gene may be a major gene or a QTL, 
and has a significant effect on a component of eco- 
nomic performance. We do not consider any other ge- 
netic variation for  the trait with  which the  gene to be 
introgressed is associated. Apart from the  gene to be 
introgressed, we assume there is a quantitative trait that 
is associated  with another  component of economic per- 
formance. We term the genotype of an individual for 
this trait the background genotype and assume that the 
genotype of the donor line is inferior for this trait. 
Infinitesimal model of linked loci for background 
genotype: To model genotypes in different backcross 
generations, we choose a model in  which a large num- 
ber of linked loci, all of equal and small effect and in 
coupling phase in the  inbred lines, explains the breed 
difference  and  the variance in the first  backcross or  an 
F2 population (APPENDIX A). The reason for choosing 
this model is because of its similarity with the “stan- 
dard” infinitesimal model (e.g., BULMER 1971) implic- 
itly assumed for most  livestock selection programs, its 
relative  simplicity, and similarity to models used to pre- 
dict the variance of the  proportion of the  genome  that 
originates from either inbred line (STAM and ZEVEN 
1981; HILL 1993), and because of lack of information 
on  “more realistic” genetic models. Table 1 shows the 
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TABLE 1 
Breed differences and  heritability in a first backcross 
population  assuming  a  large  number 
of linked loci in coupling  phase 
Interval (cM) D" hzb 
50 0.25 0.3 
0.50 1.1 
1 .oo 4.4 
2.00 15.5 
0.25  0.2 
0.50 0.9 
1 .oo 3.4 
2.00 12.4 
0.25 0.2 
0.50 0.6 
1 .oo 2.3 
2.00 8.6 
Analytical  results for a single  interval,  assuming a residual 
standard  deviation of unity. 
Breed  difference in residual  standard  deviations. 
Heritability (X  100) in  the first backcross population. 
relationship between the  breed difference and herita- 
bility for a single chromosome or chromosome segment 
in the first  backcross when the underlying genetic 
model is our infinitesimal coupling model. 
Selection criteria: When introgressing the gene of 
interest, selection is in two stages: first, all individuals 
that have the desired marker genotype are selected 
(which indicate that  the individuals carry one copy  of 
the  gene  to be introgressed),  second, we select among 
these individuals for  the desired background genotype. 
If our interest is solely in recovering the recipient 
genome, and we use only marker  information, a selec- 
tion index was calculated as, I, = ZbjMi ( i  = 1, m). 
Mj is the value  of marker i, which is either 0 (marker 
originates from donor line) or 1 (marker originates 
from recipient line). The optimum weights for bi, at 
least in the case of no selection, are calculated in a 
manner analogous to  standard selection index theory 
(HAZEL 1943), i e . ,  b = P"G, where b is a vector of 
index weights, P the covariance matrix of individual 
marker observations, and G a vector with  covariances 
between marker observations and  the  proportion of the 
genome that comes from the recipient population. 
Note that with our genetic model,  the  breeding value 
of an individual is proportional to the genetic composi- 
tion of its genome, i.e., the  proportion of the  genome 
that is from the recipient population. In the absence 
of selection, index weights for any marker spacing and 
any  backcross population were derived elsewhere 
(VISSCHER 1996).  It was shown therein  that for equally 
spaced markers, including markers at the chromosome 
ends,  the relative  weights for the  end markers were '/2 
and 1.0 for all other markers (VISSCHER 1996).  Hence, 
when using markers only to recover the  recipient ge- 
nome,  the selection criterion in this study was created 
by adding up  the  number of markers that  an individual 
has from the recipient line (and counting a half  if the 
marker is at the end of a chromosome). Note that  the 
marker  index score is not calculated from regression 
of phenotypes on individual markers, as was done in 
marker-assisted selection (MAS) simulation studies 
(ZHANG and SMITH 1992;  GIMELFARB and LANDE 1994). 
The selection criteria for combining phenotypes and 
marker information is a straightforward extension from 
the previous selection index. Now we select on 
Z = b,I, + b@', 
with b, and bp the weights given to the  marker  index 
and the  phenotype (0, respectively. These weights are 
found by maximizing the  correlation between the  index 
and the  breeding value of an individual, assuming the 
infinitesimal coupling model. It  then follows that, 
b, ~c (1 - h2) 
bp ~c h2(1 - p ) ,  
with p the  proportion of genetic variance explained by 
the  marker  index I,, i.e., p = co?(A, I,)/(var(I,) 
var(A)),  and A is the additive genetic value. Under  no 
selection, this proportion is identical to the  proportion 
of the variance in genetic composition that is explained 
by the markers (VISSCHER 1996). The relative index 
weights are  the same as those of LANDE and THOMPSON 
When applying selection, we used the selection index 
weights that were derived for  the case  of random selec- 
tion. 
Simulation: One or 20 chromosomes, each of 100 
cM in length, were simulated using n = 101 loci per 
chromosome. Simulated loci were 1 cM apart,  and all 
loci have an effect on the background genotype. For 
the background genotype, alleles had effects  of -a/2 
or +a/2, depending whether they originated from the 
donor or recipient line, respectively. Per chromosome, 
the maximum genotypic value was 2n(a/2) = 1uy = 
100% of the recipient genotypic value, so that the F1 
was 0%, and without any selection the average  genotypic 
value in backcross generation t( Gt) was (1 - 1/2') 100%. 
Crossovers  were generated assuming HALDANE'S (1919) 
mapping function without interference. For the simula- 
tions with introgression, the allele to be introgressed was 
at 25 cM from one  end of chromosome 1. 
Given an arbitrary value for the population environ- 
mental variance (varE), and given the  population herita- 
bility in the first  backcross generation ( h2) , the popula- 
tion genetic variance for the first  backcross generation 
before selection was calculated as varA(BCl) = varE h2/ 
(1 - h2) . The breed difference, D, was calculated from 
var,(BC,) assuming an infinitesimal model (Equation 
A2 in APPENDIX A),  and a was calculated as D/ (2n). For 
each sample of individuals, the heritability and genetic 
variance may differ from the  population values because 
of sampling. 
(1990). 
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Some of the loci were designated to be marker loci. A 
marker allele has a small effect (a)  on  the background 
genotype, but its main use was to mark from which 
breed  a chromosome segment was derived. 
The  population  structure was the same in  all  simula- 
tions: each of 10 males was mated to 10 females each 
producing  eight progeny (four males and four fe- 
males), giving a population size (N) of 800. Options 
that were vaned in different simulation runs were as 
follows. 
Introgression: In some scenarios, no introgression was 
performed. For these cases, selection was only on the 
background genotype. 
Selection for background genotype: Selection was either 
random, on phenotypes, on a  marker score, or  on  an 
index of phenotypes and markers. In the case of the 
index,  index weights  were derived assuming no selec- 
tion. 
Number of markers per  chromosom: Numbers were 1,  2, 
3, 6, or 11. Markers  were equidistantly placed, with  al- 
ways a marker at  either end of the chromosome. For 
a single marker its position was in the middle of the 
chromosome. 
Heritability in the first backcross generation: h2 was 10% 
or 40%. 
Selection intensity: Either males (proportion selected 
= 2.5%) or females (proportion selected = 25%) were 
selected across matings and backcrossed to  the recur- 
rent population. 
Sampling of QTL position: In some simulations, the 
position of the gene to be introgressed was sampled 
from a  normal distribution with mean 25 cM (the true 
position) and standard deviation 0 cM. This simple 
method was employed to mimic uncertainty in the QTL 
position when the position (and effect) are estimated 
from a QTL mapping  experiment. Markers closest to 
the estimated position of the QTL were  used for intro- 
gression. If only a single marker was used for introgres- 
sion and the estimated position was in the middle of a 
marker interval, the  marker closest to the  center of the 
chromosome was used for introgression. 
Combinations of the above scenarios gave  many simu- 
lation results, and therefore only the most informative 
results are  presented. For each scenario, 100 replicates 
were simulated. 
RESULTS 
Selecting for background  genotype only Table 2 
shows simulation results from background selection us- 
ing  a varying number of markers per  chromosome, for 
1 or 20 chromosomes. For a single chromosome, the 
conclusions from VISSCHER (1996) are  confirmed, i.e., 
increasing the  number of markers from, say, three to 
11 gives a substantial increase in the rate of genome 
recovery. However, as Table 2 clearly shows, the gain 
in real terms is small  with a realistic number of chromo- 
somes. Table 2 can be compared directly with results 
from HOSPITAL et al. (1992) who  used a similar model, 
and results agree well. Their results are in terms of the 
proportion of the  genome which is from the  recurrent 
line, say P ,  which is related to G, in this study as, P, 
= G,,,. (Their Pt was measured among the selected 
individuals in generation t, whereas our G,,, was mea- 
sured as the mean of all individuals in generation t + l 
before selection.) For example, for three evenly spaced 
markers per chromosome in backcross generation 2, 
we found  an average genotypic value of 83.9 (Table 2) 
for 20 chromosomes, whereas HOSPITAL et al. (1992) 
found  a value  of  84.1 for a similar proportion selected 
(2.0% instead of our 2.5%) and using two well placed 
markers. 
Selection on markers was superior to selection on 
phenotypes, at least in the first few generations, which 
is a consequence of the genetic model used in the simu- 
lation. When calculating index weights for phenotypes 
and markers in the absence of selection, it can be shown 
that  the  marker  index score gets  all the weight  in the 
index  for  the parameters used  in this study. This also 
explains why the results for selection on markers and 
an index are similar. Therefore, only results for marker 
and phenotypic selection are  presented subsequently. 
When selection is on markers, the markers become 
fixed after a few rounds of selection (results not  shown), 
and the slightly increasing average genotypic value in 
later  generation is from repeatedly backcrossing to the 
superior breed. For example, with three, six and 11 
markers, all markers were  fixed by backcross generation 
3, 4, and 5, respectively,  when the  proportion selected 
was 2.5%. 
Simultaneous introgression and selection for back- 
ground genotype: Average frequencies of the intro- 
gressed gene and average genetic values for the quanti- 
tative trait are presented in Table 3. The number of 
markers used for introgression is m,. The position of 
the gene was assumed to be known (at 25 cM), and 
markers were either  at  the  gene to be introgressed (mi  
= 0) or linked to it (mi  = 1 or 2). Markers were at 
positions 0,  20, 40, 60, 80, and 100 cM, so that in the 
case  of a single marker used for introgression it was 5 
cM distant from the  gene, and in the case of two flank- 
ing markers the distances were 5 and  15 cM. Table 3 
shows that even  with random selection we  may lose the 
gene because of chance recombination. For example, 
for mi = 1, the frequency was 41.8% in the fifth genera- 
tion. 
With selection on the background genotype, the de- 
crease in the frequency of the  gene to be introgressed 
below 50% is larger. Essentially we are selecting in  favor 
of recombinations between the gene and the nearest 
marker locus, and even  when a single marker is only 5 
cM  away, the frequency of the  gene may drop to -30% 
in generation  5 (Table 3).  When flanking markers are 
used for introgression, the frequency of the  gene stays 
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TABLE 2 
Average genetic  value  in  backcross  populations  undergoing  background  selection nly 
1927 
BC generation 
No. 
1 chromosome 20 chromosomes 
Selection markers 2  3  4  5  2 3 4  5 
Phenotypes 0 87.8 97.0 99.3 99.8 77.9 90.5 95.9 98.2 
Markers 1 90.3 94.3 96.9 98.7 82.9 94.6 97.4 98.7 
2 94.3 97.2 98.8 99.2 82.5 94.5 98.1 99.0 
3 98.1 99.3 99.6 99.9 83.9 96.2 99.1 99.6 
6 99.6 99.8 99.8 99.9 84.6 96.8 99.7 99.9 
11 99.1 100.0 100.0 100.0 84.5 96.9 99.9 100.0 
1 93.9 98.3 99.3 99.8 82.9 94.7 97.7 98.9 
2 96.7 99.0 99.7 99.9 82.6 94.6 98.1 99.2 
3 98.5 99.4 99.8 99.9 84.0 96.2 99.2 99.6 
6 99.7 99.9 100.0 100.0 84.6 96.8 99.7 99.9 
11 99.9 100.0 100.0 100.0 84.6 96.9 99.8 100.0 
Index 
Simulation results. The genetic value is relative to the value of the superior  breed. N = 800, and 10 out of 
400 males are selected each  generation. h2 = 10% in the first BC generation. 
at 50%. However, a larger proportion of the  genome 
of the  donor breed is selected, and response to selection 
for  the quantitative trait is low (average genetic value 
is -80% in generation 5). 
Location of gene to be  introgressed is uncertain: In 
Table 4, frequencies of the QTL are shown for situa- 
tions where the position of the QTL is unknown. The 
position was sampled from a normal distribution with 
standard deviation of either 3 or 6 cM. These  standard 
deviations are realistic for QTL mapping  experiments 
presently carried out in plant and animal populations 
(KNOTT and HALEY 1992). As expected,  the  gene fre- 
quency reduces dramatically for a large sampling vari- 
ance  combined with background selection on markers. 
For example, for both sampling standard deviations, 
the frequency decreased to -23% in generation 5. Re- 
sults for g = 3 and g = 6 were  very similar when intro- 
gression was on a single marker. This results mainly 
from the density of the marker map  and  the position 
of the QTL. In our case, the position of the QTL was 
TABLE 3 
Frequency of introgressed  gene  and  genetic  value  for  different  backcross  generations 
Selection on background genotype 
Random  Phenotype Markers 
tu d f(QTL)' Gd f(QTL) G f (QW G 
2  0  50 60.8 50  66.0  50  85.5 
1 47.5  61.0  46.2  67.1 38.3 86.3 
2  49.8 57.5 49.7  60.   49.5  77.0 
3 0 50 68.4 50  76.9  50 94.8 
1 44.9 69.3 41.1  78.1 37.9 90.2 
2  49.4 63.2 48.5 68.9 49.0 
4  0 50 74.4 50 84.0 50  95.2 
80.9 
1 43.0  75.1  37.1 84.2 36.6  90.8 
2  49.0 67.3 48.4  74.2  48.4 
5  0  50  78.6  50  88.0 50 95.7 
81.6 
1 41.8 79.2 32.0  88.2  35.1 
2 
91.5 
48.7 70.3 48.5 77.8  47.7  82.2 
Simulation results for  a single chromosome. A marker  map of  six markers per chromosome was used. hZ = 
lo%, N = 800, and 10 males are selected each  generation. The  gene to be introgressed is a 25 cM from one 
end of the chromosome. 
Backcross generation. 
Number of markers used for  gene introgression. m, = 0 indicates that  the marker used for introgression 
is at  the  gene itself. 
"Allele frequency, i e . ,  the  proportion of individuals carrying one copy of the desired allele. 
dAverage genetic value (in %), relative to the value of the  recipient  population. 
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TABLE 4 
Frequency of introgressed  gene  when  the  position of the QTL is estimated 
Selection on background genotype 
Random Phenotypes Markers 
Generation mP u = 3' u = 6   u = 3   u = 6 u = 3 u = 6
2 1 48.2  47.9  45.9  45.2  36.5  35.1 
2 49.9  49. 50.0 48.1  48.5  43.7 
4 49.7  49.9 49.9  49.8  49.8  49.8 
3 1 45.8  44.7  41.8  39.8  27.3  25.0 
2 49.2  47.5 49.9  46.4  46.5  39.1 
4 49.7  49.8 49.6  49.6  49.7  49.7 
4  1  44.0  42.1  38.2  35.0  23.4  23.5 
2  48.8  47.7  49.4  43.9  46.3  39.6 
4  49.7  49.8  49.2  49.7  49.9  49.2 
5 1 41.5  39.8 35.1 30.8  22.9  23.1 
2 48.3 46.4  49.0 41.6  46.5  39.1 
4  49.6  49.2  49.6  49.9  49.9  49.5 
Simulation results for a single chromosome. h2 in the first generation was 10%. The position of the gene 
to be introgressed was sampled from a normal distribution with mean 25 cM and variable standard deviation. 
The marker map consisted of 11 equidistal markers. 
a Number of markers used for introgression. 
Standard deviation (in cM)  of the estimated QTL position about  the  true position. 
at 25  cM, and  the  four nearest markers were at positions 
20, 30, 10, and 40 cM. Therefore, with both sampling 
standard deviations, the most likely markers to  be se- 
lected for  the introgression are those at position 20 and 
30. Selecting on the  four nearest markers is equivalent 
to selection for marker haplotypes. 
If a single marker is used for introgression and  there 
are two markers at equal distance from the  (estimated) 
position of the QTL, the marker closest to the  center 
of the chromosome should  be chosen for introgression. 
The reason for this is that with selection on the back- 
ground genotype the probability of selecting individuals 
with a recombination between the QTL and the  marker 
is larger when the  marker is closest to  a chromosome 
end. For example, if the position of the  gene to intro- 
gress is at 25 cM, and there are markers at 20 and 
30 cM and background genotype selection is based on 
markers, introgressing using the  marker at 30 cM  gave 
a  gene frequency of  42% in the second BC generation, 
while introgressing on the  marker at 20  cM  gave a fre- 
quency of 30% (results not shown  in tables). 
In APPENDIX B we present  a  method to calculate prob- 
abilities of maintaining the QTL in backcross popula- 
tions, assuming that the true position of the QTL is 
normally distributed around  the estimated position. In 
Table 6 minimum marker distances are  presented  that 
correspond to high probabilities that  a QTL is inside a 
marker bracket and the desired QTL allele from the 
donor breed is associated with the  marker alleles from 
the  donor breed in the first  backcross generation. For 
example, a chromosome segment flanked by markers 
that  are 20.4 cM apart  should  be selected for  a probabil- 
ity larger than 0.95 that  a QTL is inside this bracket, 
assuming that  the  true QTL position is normally distrib- 
uted  around  the estimated position with a  standard de- 
viation (a) of 5 cM. The optimum marker spacing is 
the result of finding the balance between the effects 
of uncertainty of the true QTL position and double 
recombination within the  marker bracket (see APPEN- 
DIX B for  more  details). When the position of the QTL 
is estimated poorly, it may be impossible to find a 
bracket that gives a high probability of maintaining  the 
TABLE 5 
Genetic  value  in  backcross  populations  depending on the 
proportion of animals selected and  the  heritability  in  the 
first generation 
Selection on background 
genotype 
Phenotypes Markers 
Generation pa 0.1'  0.4' 0.1' 0.4' 
2 2.5 66.0 74.5 85.5 85.9 
3 2.5 76.9 85.1 94.8 94.7 
4 2.5 84.0 90.1 95.2 95.0 
5  2.5 88.0 92.9 95.7 95.3 
2 25 62.3 64.9 69.6 69.5 
3 25 71.9 76.2 83.0 82.6 
4 25 78.4 83.1 88.9 88.8 
5 25 83.0 87.1 92.2 92.1 
Simulation results for a single chromosome. The genetic 
value  is relative to the value of the superior breed. A marker 
map of six  evenly spaced markers was used, and an additional 
marker at 25 cM was used for introgression. N = 800. 
a Proportion selected (in %). 
Heritability values. 
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TABLE 6 
Minimum marker  distances for given  probabilities  that a 
QTL is inside  a marker  bracket  and  the  desired QTL allele 
associated with  markers  from the donor  population 
U b  
1 2 3 4  5 
P%1)2 0.95  4.0 8.0 12.0  16.2 20 4 
0.975  4.6  9.2  14.0 19.0 25.2
0.99  5.2 10.8 17.8 
a The  probability of a QTL being located  within a marker 
bracket and the desired QTL allele from the donor breed 
associated  with  the  marker  alleles from the donor breed in 
the  first  backcross  generation.  The  estimated  position of the 
QTL is assumed  to  be  midway  between  the  flanking markers, 
at location 50 cM on a 100 cM chromosome, and its true 
position is sampled  from a normal  distribution. 
Standard  deviation (in cM) of the  estimated  QTL  position 
about the true  position. 
cP2(1, < 0.99 for  all  marker  spacings. 
QTL in  the backcross population. For example, for (T = 
5 cM, there is no marker spacing that gives a probability 
20.99 of maintaining the QTL (Table 6); a narrow 
marker interval increases the  chance of the  true QTL 
being outside the interval, while a wide interval in- 
creases the  chance of double recombinants. 
Influence  of  heritability  and  selection  intensity: Aver- 
age genetic values for  the background genotype for a 
proportion selected of either 2.5 or 25%, and  a herita- 
bility in the first  backcross population of either 10 or 
40% are in Table 5. For these simulations, it was as- 
sumed  that  the position of the  gene to be introgressed 
was known, and that a marker at the gene itself was 
available. Hence, the frequency of the introgressed 
gene  remained  constant close to  50%. Increasing the 
proportion selected from 2.5 to 25% decreased the re- 
sponse to selection, in particular for selection on mark- 
ers. For a large heritability, selection on markers is still 
superior because of the underlying genetic model. Ob- 
viously, the response to selection on markers does  not 
vary with heritability, because the proportion of the 
genetic variance explained by the markers remains con- 
stant. 
DISCUSSION 
Implications for breeding programs: Introgression 
of desirable alleles using markers may have  several ad- 
vantages over introgression using phenotypic informa- 
tion only. For the allele to be introgressed, marked 
chromosome segments ensure  that  the  correct  segment 
of donor genome is incorporated into the recipient 
line. For nonadditive acting alleles, using markers may 
be the only way to ensure a successful introgression 
program. For the background genotype, using markers 
gives a  direct estimate of the  proportion  of  the donor 
genome  that is still present in each backcross genera- 
tion. This may be preferred over phenotypic selection, 
in particular for traits with low heritabilities that are 
difficult to measure (e.g., age and sex-limited traits). 
Still, deciding on an introgression program may be 
a risky undertaking  for  a  breeding company, because 
usually the “donor” breed will be  inferior with respect 
to  the main traits of economic importance. For  exam- 
ple, in plant  breeding  the donor line may be carrylng 
disease resistance genes, but will be inferior with respect 
to yield.  Similarly  in pig breeding,  a donor breed may 
be  superior for litter size, but inferior with respect to 
growth traits. To keep the risk to a minimum, the 
breeder has to be sure  that  there is a  gene  (QTL) worth- 
while to be introgressed, and during  the introgression 
phase the  gene should not  be lost. To keep the  gene 
it was found  that selecting on marker haplotypes cov- 
ering the likely position of the QTL would maintain 
the frequency of the QTL at 50% (Table 4). With the 
assumed genetic model, selecting on marker scores 
gives faster rates of genome recovery than selecting on 
phenotypes. In practice, breeders may use  family and 
pedigree information for selection purposes, and  not 
all markers will be informative, so that selection using 
phenotypic records may become more competitive. 
Optimum spacing of markers for introgression: If 
the gene to be introgressed was detected in a QTL 
mapping  experiment,  and we have an estimate of the 
standard  errors of the effect and position of the QTL, 
an  optimum marker spacing for introgression was de- 
rived (APPENDIX B).  For practical situations, a marker 
distance of  10-20 cM seems appropriate. If the location 
of the QTL is estimated very poorly, it may be better  to 
select on a  marker haplotype based on more than two 
markers. In that case the width of the chromosome 
segment  should take care of the uncertainty of the QTL 
position, while the markers should be spaced to give a 
low probability of there being undetected  double re- 
combinants. 
Infinitesimal  model of linked  effects: To investigate 
the efficiency of simultaneously introgressing a gene 
and selection on some quantitative trait, a genetic 
model had  to be assumed. Due to the lack of knowledge 
about  the distribution of genes affecting quantitative 
traits, both within and between breeds, we chose an 
infinitesimal model, i e . ,  many genes with the same ef- 
fect with the  breeds fixed for alternative alleles. This 
model is similar to the  “coupling  phase” model of GIM- 
ELFARB and LANDE (1994),  but with a different assump- 
tion regarding  the QTL  effects (GIMELFARB and LANDE 
assumed that gene effects follow a geometric series, 
whereas we assume all genes have the same effect),  and 
the  number of QTL. ROBERTSON (1977) proposed an 
infinite locus model for  a finite chromosome assuming 
linkage equilibrium between  all pairs of  loci  across the 
population, and DEKKERS and DENTINE (1991) used a 
similar model to investigate the variance explained by 
genetic markers in outbred populations. In practice, 
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the nature of genetic variation within and between 
breeds will depend on which two breeds are  under con- 
sideration. In some cases breeds may differ from a com- 
mon origin through genetic drift (e.g., wild-type plant 
or animal populations), whereas in other cases breeds 
may differ through artificial selection. Frequencies of 
genes affecting quantitative traits and determining  the 
breed difference D will probably be different for these 
cases. Our genetic model may be unrealistic, but has 
some relatively simple properties (APPENDIX A). Else- 
where, we show that our model has implications for 
QTL mapping  experiments (VISSCHER and HALEY 
1996). 
Population structure: Although the heritability and 
selection intensity were varied to investigate whether 
they influenced the efficiency of selection on the back- 
ground genotype, the population structure, in terms of 
the  number of male and female parents and  population 
size, was not  altered. Changing the population structure 
is unlikely to change  the conclusions dramatically, as- 
suming the genetic model of many linked loci. Even 
selecting a single individual, as is possible in plant 
breeding, could be seen as an effect of selection inten- 
sity.  Only in very large populations would it be possible 
to pick out  the ideal genotype, i e . ,  the individual with 
the desired introgressed gene, and the recipient ge- 
nome recovered in a single generation. With many 
chromosomes assorting independently, the required 
population size may well be too large (or costly) to 
achieve this. For example, consider the simple example 
of c pairs  of chromosomes of equal  length in the first 
backcross generation. Assuming Haldane’s mapping 
function,  the probability of  having an individual with 
the complete genotype of the recipient population is 
[ * / 2  (1 - r,) ] ‘, with r, the recombination rate between 
the chromosome ends.  Hence,  for  a  genome of 10 chro- 
mosomes of length 1 Morgan, the probability of recov- 
ering  the recipient genome is [l/*( 1 - 0.4323)] lo = 3.4 
X This gives a  required  population size to expect 
a single individual with the desired genotype in the 
order of 300,000. 
Future work Topics that have not been addressed 
in this study are the introgression of multiple alleles 
simultaneously, and introgression of alleles when ge- 
netic markers are not fully informative. These areas 
need  further research, because they are of great impor- 
tance to practical plant and animal breeders. 
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APPENDIX A 
Model for many  linked QTL The aim of this appen- 
dix is to  present a genetic model of  many linked loci 
that explains breed differences and genetic variances 
in backcross populations derived from inbred lines. 
Suppose we have n equally spaced loci on a chromc- 
some (or interval) of length L. If alternative alleles are 
fixed in the two breeds for all loci, and all loci have 
equal additive effects (allele substitution effect a), then 
D = trait difference for  parental breeds = 2 m ,  
or a = D/(2n). 
For backcross (BC) generation t, the total additive ge- 
netic variance is 
varA (BC,) = [(%‘)(I - rq)‘a2] - n2(f/4‘)a2 
n n  
i= l  I = ]  
n n  
= a2n2[(%? c c (1 - ~ij) t (1/4(1/n)  - (?it)] 
t = l  ]=I 
n n  
= (3 l=l j=1 [(%? c c (1 - ~i jWh) (1 /4  - (Xt)], (AI) 
with rti the recombination fraction between  loci i and 
j .  The term inside the  square brackets is similar to  the 
equations of STAM and ZEVEN (1981) and HILL (1993) 
for  the variance of the  proportion of the  genome from 
the  recurrent  population. Essentially the genetic vari- 
ance under  the assumed model is just a scaled version 
of the variance of the  proportion of the  genome from 
one of  the  inbred lines. For large n, and assuming HAG 
DANE’S (1919) mapping  function without interference, 
(Al) can be  approximated by (see also HILL 1993) 
O2 4 
t 
varA (Bc) = - 1/(2L2)(f/4*) x 
i= 1 
x (3  1/(i*)(2iL - 1 + e-‘”) , ( A 2 )  
with L the  length of the  chromosome  (block) in Mor- 
gans. For the first BC generation, (A2) may be written 
as 
1 
varA ( W )  = (%)(02/4)(1 - rdL)/L,  
with r, the  recombination fraction between the chro- 
mosome ends. Extension to multiple chromosomes is 
straightforward (HILL 1993). With the “standard” in- 
finitesimal model (BULMER 1971) the genotypic value 
at any locus is  of order (0) l/nl”, and the variance at 
each locus is O( l /n) .  With a very large number of 
linked loci on a chromosome (block),  the variance in 
backcross populations is  of O( l/n2), so values at individ- 
ual  loci should be of order ( l /n) .  However, we cannot 
both have finite genic and total variance for infinite n 
(the genic variance goes to zero for large n with finite 
genetic variance). 
APPENDIX B 
Optimum marker distance for introgression: Given 
that  the position of a QTL is estimated with error, which 
available markers should we choose in introgression 
programs? If we take the markers too close to the esti- 
mated position of the QTL, we may lose the desired 
allele because the QTL is actually outside the bracket 
we are selecting. If  we take the markers too far, we  may 
lose the desired QTL allele because of double recombi- 
nants. 
Assumptions: Given an estimate of a position of a QTL 
of p Morgan on a chromosome of length L Morgan, 
we assume that  the  true position of the QTL is normally 
distributed about p with a standard  error of prediction 
of c. Hence we do  not know the  true position of the 
QTL, but on average the estimate of the position is 
correct.  (Note  that  the  error variance is that of the  true 
position given the estimated position, and  not  the  other 
way around.) 
We are interested in the probability of having the 
true QTL in backcross generation t, given one or two 
markers around  the estimated position that originate 
from the same breed.  Hence, if  we  have a cross  between 
two inbred lines with  QTL, and MI from the  donor line 
and QTL2 and M2 from the recipient line. We wish to 
calculate 
Prob (QTL, [MI)  and Prob (QTL, JMIMI). 
Haldane’s mapping  function without interference is as- 
sumed  throughout. 
Sigle marker: Suppose we only  have a single marker 
on a chromosome of length L. The position of the 
marker and the estimated position of the QTL are y 
and p, respectively. Let J ( x )  be  the probability of no 
recombination between the  true QTL position and the 
marker at generation t, and g(x) the normal density 
function with mean p and standard deviation c. Then 
pt = Prob, (QTLIIMA = [ J ( x ) g ( x ) &  (€31) 
withJ(x) = (1 - r ( l y  - X I ) ) ‘  = (1 + e-2’y-xl)t 
and 
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Integrating (Bl)  gives 
- (3 [ t?(P-Y+”‘)[@(dl/a + 2ia) 
i=O 
- @( ( p  - y ) / a  + 2ia)l  + 2 i ( y - f i + a o 2 )  [W4/0 
+ 2ia)- 2@((y - p ) / u  + 2ia)l  , (B2) 1 
where dl is the distance between the “start” of the 
chromosome and the estimated QTL position ( p  Mor- 
gans); & is the distance between the “end” of the chro- 
mosome and  the estimated QTL position ( L  - p Mor- 
gans); and @(x) is the cumulative normal density 
function. If the marker is at  the estimated QTL position, 
i.e., y = p, then Equation B2 simplifies to 
+ @(&/a + 2ia) - 2@(2ia) . (B3) 1 
If the estimate of the QTL  is near  the  end of a  chromo- 
some, the  optimum position of the marker, which  gives 
the largest value  of P, can be  determined using Equa- 
tion B2. However,  only for large values  of u does  the 
best position of a single marker differ from the esti- 
mated position. For example, if the estimate of the QTL 
position is at 0 cM on a chromosome of length 100 cM, 
i.e., p = 0,  the best marker position for u = 1, 2, 3, 4, 
5 is 0.7, 1.3, 2.0, 2.7, and 3.2 cM, respectively. These 
values  were calculated using (B2) assuming a  truncated 
normal density function at the estimated position of 
the QTL. Hence  there is a possibility that  the QTL is 
not  on  the chromosome. If the estimated position of 
the QTL is elsewhere on the chromosome, then the 
optimum position of the marker is at the estimated 
position. 
Marker  bracket: If  we select on marker bracket 
MIMl, there  are  three possibilities  with respect to  the 
true QTL position, given that  the estimated QTL  posi- 
tion is within the marker bracket and given that  marker 
bracket MIMl is selected (1) The true QTL is outside 
the bracket and is “to the left” of the first marker. (2) 
The true QTL is inside the bracket. (3) The  true QTL 
is outside the bracket and is “to the  right” of the second 
marker. The corresponding probabilities are termed 
P2(ti, and P3(1), respectively. In total, the probability 
that  the  true QTL  is selected given selection on marker 
bracket MIMl is Pi* = Plct) + P2(t) + P3(l). In practice, 
R2(l) may be the most important probability, because 
the chromosome segments outside the marker brackets 
may be under selection. 
and P3(t) are calculated using Equation B2, 
Pk(l) = (3) ($ E?(’$$+(~)’)  [@( d4 /0  + 2ia) 
i= 0 
- @(&/a + 2ia)],  k = 1,3,  (B4) 
where & is the absolute value  of the distance between 
the marker and  the estimated QTL position (in Mor- 
gans) and d4 is the distance from the estimated QTL 
position to the “start” (Pl(e) or “end” (P3(r)) of the 
chromosome. 
For PZft) ,  the positions of the markers (relative to the 
start of the  chromosome)  are y and z, respectively. The 
function ht(x) is the probability of no double recombi- 
nation between the position of the  true QTL (x), and 
the flanking markers. Then, 
with 
where r1 is the recombination fraction between the  true 
QTL position and the first marker position; q is the 
recombination fraction between the  true QTL position 
and the second marker position; and r, is the recombi- 
nation fraction between the two markers (distance = z 
- y). 
After some tedious algebra, it can be shown that 
+ @(&/a - 2 ( j  - i ) ~ )  - 11, (B5) 
where cil = exp{Z[j - 2)0]~ - 2(i$ + j&));  & is the 
distance between the first marker and the estimated 
QTL position, i.e., d j  = p - y; and & is the distance 
between the second marker and the estimated QTL 
position, i.e., & = z - p. 
